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rows
adding new, 250
as arguments, 109–110
changing vertical data to horizontal data, 440–442
combining references with column references, 266
converting to columns, 384–385
counting in table, 265
criteria range, 269
deleting, 84, 251
duplicate, 426–428
filtering tables, 256–257
finding particular occurrence of value in range, 402
hidden, 260, 264
implicit intersections, 78–79
inserting within named range, 83–84
naming, 71–72
plotting every nth data point, 463–465
randomizing, 439
removing duplicate, 251–253
returning last nonempty cell in, 730–731
returning last value in, 411
returning location of maximum value in range, 401–402
selecting, 249
shading groups, 562–563	two-way lookups, 237
VBA EntireRow property, 695–696
VBA Hidden property, 696
RSQ function, 483
R-squared values, 479–480, 483
Rule of 72, 322–323
running totals, 211
runtime errors
calling function from Sub procedure, 659–660
VBA code, 655–656
S
sales commissions, 715–717
salvage argument, depreciation functions, 341
Sample box, Format Cells dialog box, 783
Save As dialog box, 447–448
scaling values, 777–781
scatter charts, 468–469, 473–478
Scenario Manager, 29
schedules, financial
amortization, 346–352
data tables, 353–357
financial ratios, 361–365
financial statements, 357–361
general discussion, 345
indices, 365–366
overview, 345
Scientific format, 770–772
scopes, 63–66, 672
scoring tests, 233–234
ScreenTips, 112
scrolling, synchronized, 619
SEARCH function, 139–140, 200–201
Search in Value option, Find and Replace dialog box, 769
SECOND function, 176
second order polynomial trendlines, 486
security features, 630–633
Security Notice dialog box, 631
Security Warning, 630–631
Select a Function list box, Insert Function dialog box, 114
Select Arguments dialog box, 117
Select Case constructs, VBA code, 681–682, 716
Selection Pane, 86
semantic errors, 602
semicolons (;), in arrays, 374–375
sentence case, 138
separator argument, VBA EXTRACTELEMENT function, 723
separator characters, 723, 771, 775
serial numbers
dates, 150, 727
times, 153–154
SERIES formula
charts with dynamic names, 208–209
choosing start date and number of points, 489
names, 83, 451–452
overview, 449–450
pivot chart, 544
plotting last n data points, 488
unlinking chart series from data range, 452–453
Series Overlap value, 459
series_name argument, SERIES formula, 450
Set keyword, VBA code, 696
Set Precision as Displayed check box, Excel Options dialog box, 614
shading, 560–563
shapes, 25
SharePoint, 246
SHEET function, 704
SHEETNAME function, VBA code, 704
SHEETOFFSET function, VBA code, 733–734
sheets
cart, 13
counting those in workbook, 725–726
dialog, 14
general discussion, 12
macro, 14
multisheet names, 73–75
name problems, 84–87
referencing cells in other, 49–50
referencing names, 63–64
relative references, 733–734
worksheets, 12–13
Short Date format, 151–152, 155
shortcut keys, formatting numbers, 771
shortcut menus
general discussion, 17–18
VB Editor, 634
shortcuts
general discussion, 20
names, 67–73
navigating Ribbon, 16
recalculating formulas, 45
selecting objects and cells, 21
Show group, PivotTable Tools dialog box, 505
Show Values As tab, Value Field Settings dialog box, 506
simple interest, 318–319
SIMPLESUM function, VBA code, 743–747
simultaneous equations, 300–301
SIN function, 469–470
single data point charts, 455–458
Single data type, 670
single-cell array formulas
computing average excluding zeros, 398–399
counting characters in range, 387–388
counting error values in range, 397
counting text cells in range, 389–391
determining closest value in range, 409
determining whether range contains valid values, 403–404
single-cell array formulas (continued)
  determining whether value appears in range, 399–400
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  examples, 395
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  general discussion, 369–372
  overview, 387
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  summing range containing errors, 396
  summing rounded values, 406–407
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sizes argument, SERIES formula, 451
slash character (/), 770, 775
Slicers, 257–258, 466, 531–532, 540–541
sliding scales, 715–717
SLN function, 341–343
slope, 481
SMALL function, 213, 388–389, 398
solvency ratios, 364
Solver add-in, 30
Sort dialog box, 255
sorting
  custom sort list, 537
  pivot tables, 537
  pre-1900 dates, 158
  range of values dynamically, 414–415
  tables, 253–256, 280
Source control, Data Validation dialog box, 575
source data, pivot tables, 504, 517
source ranges, 50, 52
spaces
  cells containing only, 604–605
  in character counts, 133
  general discussion, 36–37
  intersection operator, 40, 77–79, 81
  nonbreaking, 435
  number formatting codes, 775
  removing extra, 133, 434–435, 605
  removing strange characters, 435
  returning last character position in string, 590–594
  as separator characters, 723
  between two strings, 130
  VBA code, 640
Sparkline graphics, 27
special characters, 127
Special format, 772
spell checker, 443
SPELLDOLLARS function, VBA code, 724–725
spheres, measuring, 298
Split function, VBA code, 724
splitting text, 428–433
spreadsheet errors, 602
spreadsheet file formats, 422
spreadsheetpage.com, 445
Sqr function, VBA code, 678
SQRT function, 110–111
SQUARE function, VBA code, 691
square roots, 384, 678
squares, measuring, 296–297
SSR (Spreadsheet Research) website, 602
standard deviations, 301–302
statements
  assignment, 674–675
  converting to comment, 668
  executing multiple in Immediate window, 661
  financial, 357–361
  VBA code, 639–640, 652–653
Statements element, Function procedure declarations, 647
STATFUNCTION function, VBA code, 709–711
STATFUNCTION2 function, VBA code, 711–712
static charts, 452–453
Static element, Function procedure declarations, 647
static schedules, 345
STATICRAND function, VBA code, 712–713
Statistical category, worksheet functions, 763–766
Statistical functions, 118
status bar, 21, 189
StdDev option, Total row drop-down list, 259
Step values, VBA code, 683–684
straight-line depreciation, 341–343
String data type, 670
strings
argument descriptions, 654
converting to formulas, 76
converting to value, 706
counting characters in, 133–134
determining whether identical, 129
extracting all but first word, 145
extracting characters, 137–138
extracting first word, 144
extracting last word, 144–145
extracting nth element, 723–724
finding and searching for text within, 139–140
general discussion, 34, 673
number formats, 774–775
removing nonnumeric characters, 409
removing spaces at end, 434–435
repeating, 134
returning address of range as, 693
returning error value if not contained in
function, 734
returning last space character position, 590–594
reversing, 718
searching and replacing within, 140
splitting without using formulas, 146
VBA Replace function, 678
StrReverse function, VBA code, 718
structured references, 246
Style Gallery, 770
stylistic formatting, 23–24
Sub procedures
argument descriptions, 655
calling function from, 659–660
function categories, 652
VBA code, 639
SUBSTITUTE function, 138–141, 148, 444, 668
substrings, 141
Subtotal command, 279–282
Subtotal control, PivotTable Styles dialog box, 505
Subtotal dialog box, 279–280
SUBTOTAL function
automatically inserting, 115
counting visible data rows, 265–266
general discussion, 188
inserting subtotals, 279–281
selecting summary function for column, 260
subtotals, pivot tables, 504–505, 517
subtraction (-) operator
calculating difference between times, 178–179
calculating number of days between two
dates, 163
general discussion, 39
versus negation operator, 42
precedence, 43, 612–613
SUM formula, 596
SUM function
actual versus displayed values, 613–614
array constants, 373
automatically inserting, 115
Boolean values in array formula, 391
counting characters in range, 387–388
counting text cells in range, 390
determining whether value appears in
range, 400
displaying totals only when all values
entered, 563
Function procedures with indefinite number of
arguments, 742–747
general discussion, 188
logical value errors, 616–617
single-cell array formulas, 372
summing all cells in range, 209–210
summing digits of integer, 405
summing largest values in range, 397–398
summing range containing errors, 396
summing three smallest values in range, 389
summing top $n$ values, 213
sum of year’s digits depreciation, 341–343
Sum option, Total row drop-down list, 259
sum\_range argument, SUMIF function, 214
*Sum12Cells* formula, 94–95
SUMIF function, 188, 214–215, 350
SUMIFS function, 188, 217–219
Summarize Values By tab, Value Field Settings
dialog box, 506
summarizing data, 495, 511
Summary below Data check box, Subtotal dialog
box, 280
summary formulas, 259–260, 347, 349–350
summary rows, 245
summary schedules, 345
summary tables, 499
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displaying current, 176–177
entering, 154–155
exceeding 24 hours, 155
formatting, 155–157
functions related to, 176
general discussion, 149
grouping items in pivot tables by, 522
invalid, 604
negative values, 150
non-time-of-day values, 185–186
number formatting codes, 776
overview, 149
rounding values, 184–185
serial numbers, 153–154
summing series exceeding 24 hours, 179–181
units of, 153
Times Interest Earned Ratio, 364
TIMEVALUE function
converting military time, 182
displaying any time, 178
general discussion, 176
titles
linked, 453–455
removing from names, 148
TODAY function
displaying current date, 160
general discussion, 90, 159
volatile functions, 118
toolbars
mini, 17–18
VB Editor, 634
tools, Ribbon interface, 15
Top Bottom Rules command, Conditional
Formatting drop-down list, 547
Total Row control, Ribbon interface, 249
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tracer arrows, 58
tracing cell relationships, 620–622
tracing error values, 622
trailing minus signs (−), 142, 446
trailing spaces, 133, 434–435, 605
TRANPOSE function, 408
transforming data, 137, 434
Transition Formula Entry option, Excel Options dialog box, 82
TRANSPOSE function
  inserting horizontal array into vertical range of cells, 378
  transposing array, 384–385, 736–737
trapezoids, measuring, 298
TREND function, 242, 482
trendlines
  equations, 485–486
  linear, 479–483
  nonlinear, 483–485
  overview, 478
trial balances, 357–360
triangles
  calculating area and perimeter, 298
  right, 294–296
trigonometric functions
  clock charts, 475–476
  general discussion, 117
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TRIM function
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TRUE value, 391
TRUNC function, 288, 292–293
Trust Center dialog box, 630–632
trusted folders, 632
20th Century dates, 158
21st Century dates, 158
two-dimensional arrays
  general discussion, 369, 375–377
  transposing, 385
two-way data tables, 355–357
txt argument, VBA EXTRACTELEMENT function, 723
TXT files
  exporting data to, 447–448
  general discussion, 423
type argument, financial functions, 309
Type element, Function procedure declarations, 647
TYPE function, 126
TypeName function, VBA code, 714, 746
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UDF. See user-defined functions
UI (user interface)
  Backstage View, 16–17
  customizing, 19–20
  dialog boxes, 18–20
  keyboard shortcuts, 20
  onscreen display, 21
  overview, 14
  Ribbon, 14–16
  selecting objects and cells, 21
  shortcut menus and mini toolbar, 17–18
  task panes, 20
Uncomment Block button, VB Editor, 668
underscore character (_)
  function names, 647
  number formatting codes, 776
Undo command, 22
Unicode character set, 126, 448
Union function, VBA code, 698
union operator (∪), 40
unit conversions
  cleaning data, 436
  general discussion, 283–287
UpdateClock procedure, 477
UPPER function, 136–137, 433–434
URLs (Uniform Resource Locators), 433
Use a Formula to Determine Which Cells to Format rule type, 549
Use Function drop-down list, Subtotal dialog box, 279–280
Use in Formula command, 77
Use Row and Column Names check box, Apply Names dialog box, 81
UseRange property, VBA code, 698–699
USER function, 644–646
user input, amortization schedules, 347, 349
user interface. See UI
user-defined functions (UDFs)
  add-ins for functions, 662
  argument descriptions, 654–655
  custom functions, 643–644
  declaring function, 646–647
  examples, 644–646, 666–668
  function arguments, 650
  function categories, 652–654
  function descriptions, 650–652
  functions in formulas, 648–649
  Insert Function dialog box, 650–655
  naming function, 647–648
  overview, 643
  passive, 646
  testing and debugging functions, 655–662
UserForm objects, VB Editor, 638
UserName property, VBA code, 641–642

validation, of data
  cell references, 576–577
  criteria, 572–574
  drop-down lists, 574–575
  formulas, 576, 578–581
  general discussion, 571–572
  identifying invalid data, 566–567
Value Field Settings dialog box, 506–507
values
  accepting larger than previous cell, 578
  accepting only those not exceeding total, 580
  actual versus displayed, 613–614
  bin ranges, 204
  calculating predicted, 481–482
  classifying, 436–438
  comparison operators, 272–273
  conditional colors, 458–459
  constants, 90
  converting, 436
  converting formulas to, 53–55
  converting nonnumber data to, 124
  counting logical, 193
  counting most frequently occurring, 198–199
  counting unique, 201–203
  creating array constant from, 382
  creating multicell array formula from, 381–382
  declaring as constant, 673
  determining address within range, 238
  determining closest in range, 409
  determining if pattern is matched, 720
  determining maximum across multiple worksheets, 731–733
  determining whether range contains valid, 403–404
  determining whether value appears in range, 399–400
  displaying as text, 131–133
  displaying multiple, 531
  displaying text with numbers, 786
  displaying totals only when all entered, 563
  displaying without text or zeros, 787
  duplicate, 252
  duplicate rows, 427–428
  error, 605–611, 622
  filling in missing, 266–267
  filtering tables, 256
  finding particular occurrence in range, 402
  formatting versus rounding, 287
  general discussion, 34
  goal seeking, 58–60
  highlighting rows based on, 560–561
  identifying maximum and minimum in chart, 466–468
  initial, 333
  logical, 210, 616–617
  looking up by closest match, 239–240
  looking up exact, 230–231
  looking up those to left, 231–232
  looking up those with linear interpolation, 240–242
monitoring as Function procedure executes, 656–657
monitoring inside loop, 658
negative, 460, 783
non-time-of-day, 185–186
returning last in column, 410
returning last in row, 411
returning location of maximum in range, 401–402
returning only positive from range, 412–413
rounding, 184–185, 287–294
scaling, 777–781
sorting range dynamically, 414–415
summing based on comparison, 216
summing every nth value in range, 407–408
summing largest in range, 397–398
summing negative, 215
summing rounded, 406–407
summing those based on different range, 215
summing three smallest in range, 388–389
summing top n, 213
terminal, 332–333
totaling in pivot table, 504
Values area, pivot tables, 504, 526–527
values argument, SERIES formula, 451
Var option, Total row drop-down list, 259
variable-declining balance depreciation, 341–343
variable-length strings, 673
variables
dates and times, 674
declaring, 666
general discussion, 670–672
misspelled names, 670
monitoring value as Function procedure executes, 656–657
object, 696
overview, 669
simultaneous equations, 300
VBA code, 640
Variant data type, 670–671, 746
VARIANT_DEMO Function procedure, 671
VB (Visual Basic) Editor
activating, 633
code windows, 634, 637–639
displaying list of VBA functions, 677–678
entering VBA code, 639–642
Help system, 635
Immediate window, 634
menu bar, 634
overview, 632
Project window, 634–637
Properties window, 634
saving projects, 642
shortcut menus, 634
toolbars, 634
VBA (Visual Basic for Applications)
Developer tab, Ribbon interface, 630
general discussion, 629–630
macro security, 630–632
overview, 629
saving workbooks containing macros, 632
VB Editor, 632–642
VBA code. See also Function procedures;
programming, VBA code
custom functions in conditional formatting formulas, 564–567
displaying number format for specified cell, 788
entering, 639–642
general discussion, 3
logical value errors, 616–617
macros, 6
recalculating formulas, 613
storing, 639
VBA custom functions
calculating sales commissions, 715–717
CELLFORMULA, 702–703
CELLHASFORMULA, 702
CELLISHIDDEN, 703
counting, 725–726
dates, 726–729
determining cell’s data type, 708–709
generating random numbers, 712–715
with indefinite number of arguments, 742–747
multifunctional, 709–712
multisheet, 731–734
optional arguments, 740–742
overview, 701
randomizing range, 739–741
VBA custom functions \textit{(continued)}
\begin{itemize}
\item recalculating, 713
\item returning Application object name, 705
\item returning array from function, 735–737
\item returning array of nonduplicated random integers, 737–739
\item returning error value, 734–735
\item returning Excel version name, 705–706
\item returning formatting information, 706–707
\item returning last nonempty cell in column or row, 730–731
\item SHEETNAME, 704
\item text manipulation, 718–725
\item WORKBOOKNAME, 704–705
\end{itemize}

VBA modules, 632, 636–637

VBA window, 631

VBAProject default project name, 649

vbNewLine constant, VBA code, 657

VDB function, 341–343

version numbers, 705–706

vertical arrays
\begin{itemize}
\item converting to horizontal array, 384–385
\item general discussion, 375
\item naming array constants, 378
\end{itemize}

vertical data, 440–442

Veterans Day, calculating date of, 174

Visual Basic Editor. See VB Editor

VLOOKUP function
\begin{itemize}
\item charts using data in specific range, 491
\item choosing among multiple lookup tables, 233
\item classifying values, 437
\item letter grades for test scores, 234
\item looking up exact values, 230–231
\item looking up value by closest match, 239
\item lookup formulas, 221–225
\end{itemize}

volatile functions, 118

Volatile method, VBA code, 713

volume
\begin{itemize}
\item of cone, 299
\item of cube, 298
\item of cylinder, 299
\item of pyramid, 299
\item of rectangular solid, 299
\item of sphere, 298
\end{itemize}

W
\begin{itemize}
\item weather data, 490–492
\item Web category, worksheet functions, 766–767
\item Web functions, 121
\item Web Page (HTM) files, 448
\item websites, 6
\end{itemize}

WEEKDAY function
\begin{itemize}
\item accepting dates by day of week, 580
\item determining day of week, 168
\item general discussion, 159
\end{itemize}

WeekDay function, VBA code, 727

weekend days, identifying, 560

WEEKNUM function, 159, 168

Whole Number option, Data Validation dialog box, 573

wildcard characters
\begin{itemize}
\item accepting text beginning with specific character, 579
\item filtering table by single criterion, 272–273
\item general discussion, 140
\item ISLIKE function, VBA code, 720
\item lookup functions, 224
\end{itemize}

windows
\begin{itemize}
\item hiding, 12
\item viewing multiple, 619
\end{itemize}

Windows Clipboard, 51

WORDCOUNT function, VBA code, 726

words
\begin{itemize}
\item counting number in cell, 148
\item counting those in range, 726
\item extracting from string, 144–145
\end{itemize}

words that contain X rule, 546

workbook-level names
\begin{itemize}
\item general discussion, 63
\item problems when copying sheets, 84–85
\end{itemize}

WORKBOOKNAME function, VBA code, 704–705

workbooks
\begin{itemize}
\item chart sheets, 13
\item counting sheets, 725–726
\item creating add-in from, 663
\item date systems in linked, 150
\item names in SERIES formula, 451–452
\item online, 6
\end{itemize}
overview, 12
password protection, 32
protecting structure, 31
references to, 649
referencing cells in other, 49–50
referencing names from other, 64
returning name with VBA WORKBOOKNAME function, 704–705
saving those containing macros, 632
volatile functions, 118
worksheets, 12–13
WORKDAY function, 159, 165
WORKDAY.INTL function, 159, 165
working days, 164–165
worksheet databases, 118
worksheet functions
arguments, 108–111
automatically inserting, 115
categories, 117–121
Compatibility category, 751–752
Cube category, 753
custom, 636
data types, 711
Database category, 753
Date & Time category, 754
Engineering category, 755–756
entering into formulas, 112–117
Financial category, 755–758
general discussion, 105–108
Information category, 758–759
Logical category, 759
Lookup & Reference category, 760
Math & Trig category, 760–762
in named formulas, 90–91
overview, 105
Statistical category, 763–766
Text category, 766–767
in VBA code, 678–679
Web category, 766–767
worksheet-level names
general discussion, 63
with Name box, 68–69
problems with, 84–85
referencing with INDIRECT function, 97
worksheets
applying name to all formulas in, 81
databases, 29
determining maximum value across multiple, 731–733
determining number of nonempty cells, 691
eliminating intermediate formulas, 391–392
filling gaps in imported report, 442–443
formulas and functions, 24–25
functions, 34, 387
general discussion, 12–13
moving pivot chart between, 544
moving table to, 251
multisheet names, 73–75
name problems, 84–87
naming entire rows or columns, 71–72
Parent property, VBA code, 694
protecting, 30–31
referencing cells in other, 49–50
returning name with VBA SHEETNAME function, 704
returning used range, 698–699
size of, 12–13
zooming, 82–83
X
XDATEADD(xdate1,days,fmt) function, VBA code, 728
XDATEDAY(xdate1) function, VBA code, 729
XDATEDIF(xdate1,xdate2) function, VBA code, 728
XDATEDOW(xdate1) function, VBA code, 729
XDATEMONTH(xdate1) function, VBA code, 729
XDATEYEARDIF(xdate1,xdate2) function, VBA code, 728
XDATEYEAR(xdate1) function, VBA code, 729
XDATEYEAR(xdate1) function, VBA code, 729
XIRR function, 339–340
XIRR function, 339–340
XLA files, 422
XLM files, 422
XLM macros, 101–102
XLS files, 422
XLSM (Excel Macro-Enabled Workbook) file format, 632
XLT files, 422
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) files, 424
XNPV function, 338–339
Xor operator, VBA code, 675
XPS (XML Paper Specification Document) files, 448
XY charts, 468–469, 473–478

Z
Zero option, Hidden and Empty Cell Settings dialog box, 462–463
zeros (0)
  #DIV/0! error value, 607–608
  appending to value, 780–781
  close-to-zero rounding errors, 615
  computing average excluding, 398–399
  displaying everything except, 788
  displaying items with no data in pivot table, 523
  displaying leading, 781
  displaying with dashes, 786–787
  distinguishing from blank cells, 229
  hiding, 781
  number formatting codes, 775
ZIP codes, 784
.zip file extension, 12
zooming worksheets
  general discussion, 82–83
  locating particular type of cell, 618

Y
YEAR function
  calculating number of years between two dates, 166
  general discussion, 159
YEARFRAC function
  calculating loans with irregular payments, 318
  calculating number of years between two dates, 166
  calculating person’s age, 166
  general discussion, 159
years
  calculating number between two dates, 165–166
  converting to roman numerals, 176
  determining day of, 166–168
  determining week of, 168–169
  determining whether leap year, 175
  problems with entering dates, 157–158
y-intercept, 481